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Greetings from the 
Executive Director

CulturalDC’s work to make space for art is more 
important now than ever.  As an integral part of the 
fabric of Washington, DC, we are contributing to the 
cultural and economic vibrancy of a city that has 
one of the highest concentrations of high-net-worth 
individuals in the country.  The average income of 
the top five percent of DC households now exceeds a 
half a million dollars, yet 20% of households have an 
average income of less than $10,000.   
       While art does not address income 

inequality, it does inform, inspire 
and uplift, enhancing the 

quality of life for everyone.  
We are committed to 
ensuring that art remains 
accessible and affordable 
to all – artists, arts 

organizations, audiences, 
residents, visitors and 

communities throughout the 
Washington area.

 
In 2014, at the two locations we own, Flashpoint 
in Penn Quarter/City Center in downtown DC and 
Source in the U Street/Shaw neighborhood, we 
presented nine art exhibits in our Flashpoint Gallery, 
seven productions through our Mead Theatre Lab 
Program, and the 8th Annual Source Festival at 
Source, providing educational and job opportunities 
for nearly 300 artists and art professionals. We 
offered affordable space for more than 80 arts 
organizations and hosted over 30,000 audience 
members attending exceptional programs at our 
locations for a ticket cost often under $20. We 
estimate the annual economic benefit from our work 
at Flashpoint and Source alone to be nearly two 
million dollars, when considering ticket sales, staff 
salaries, artist and consulting fees and audience 
patronage of local businesses. Our work this past 

year and over our 16-year history proves that art 
enriches communities and makes good business 
sense.

Our space making efforts do not stop 
inside our walls. The 2014 Creative Economy 
Study commissioned by the DC Deputy Mayor Office 
of Planning and Economic Development (DMPED) 
identified access to affordable space as a critical 
priority.  Through our partnership with Fractured 
Atlas and with funding support from DMPED, we 
researched and added nearly 500 new venues to 
SpaceFinder DC, giving the creative community 
access to more venues and facilities to address their 
space needs. We are proud to have been awarded 
a contract with Montgomery County to support its 
management of the Silver Spring Black Box Theatre, 
expanding our reach and making CulturalDC 
a regional organization.
 
Our work with the real estate development 
community is critical to delivering on our commitment 
to make space in communities throughout the 
Washington area. Working with Bozzuto Management 
Group, we launched a professional development 
series on business skills to help the 40 artists we 
placed in the 27 artist studios at Monroe Street 
Market manage successful enterprises.
 
Our year-long effort working with the Vision McMillan 
Partners culminated with our delivery of a Public Art 
Plan for the Redevelopment of the McMillan Sand 
Filtration plant to help ensure that this $250M mixed 
use residential and retail complex retains its historical 
context, utilizing strategically placed public art that 
promote a sense of place.
 
We launched an ambitious project this year to 
invigorate blighted areas of the District and Ü 

Photo By Max Hirshfield
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stimulate economic progress called “Storefronts DC.” 
Funded in part by the National Endowment for the Arts, 
the DC Commission on the Arts & Humanities, the DC 
City Fund, and the Abramson Foundation, in partnership 
with the Atlas Performing Arts Center, Storefronts DC 
will activate up to eight vacant properties with art uses 
in underserved neighborhoods in DC Wards 5, 6, 7 and 8 
over the next two years. This project promises to engage 
residents in the community, especially youth, attract 
audiences and stimulate local business development.

Our work demonstrates the power of art as an economic 
and cultural engine to uplift and enliven communities. 
However, none of the work we do would be possible 
without strategic partners, a committed Board of 

Directors, and an energized staff.  The additions of new 
team members have brought exciting, new energy to 
CulturalDC. Our partnership with the George Mason 
School of Art and Arts Management Program pays high 
dividends to both organizations and the artists and 
audiences we serve.  

This is an exciting time at CulturalDC. I invite you 
to read our Annual Report and learn more about the 
remarkable things your support has enabled us to do. 
We look forward to working with you to continue to 
“make space for art.”
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›››  Playwright 
Topher Payne, 
left, received 
the 2014 M. 
Elizabeth Osborn 
Award given by 
the American 
Theatre Critics
Association for 
his play PERFECT 

ARRANGEMENT which premiered 
at the 2013 Source Festival.

››› DONTRELL WHO KISSED THE 
SEA by Nathan Alan Davis (Source 
Festival 2014) was selected by the 
National New Play Network for a 
Rolling World Premiere.

››› Mead Theatre Lab Program 
participants Pointless Theatre 

Company received the 
John Aniello Award for 
Outstanding Emerging 
Theatre Company at the 
2014 Helen Hayes Awards.

“Dontrell, Who Kissed the Sea” Photo by Colin Hovde

Artistic Programs

2014 YEAR IN REVIEW

Venue and Technical Programs
››› We’ve expanded to a total of eight organizations in residence, three 
at Source, five at Flashpoint (three virtual) including 2013-14 Mead 
Theatre Lab Program participant Pointless Theatre Company.

››› Our Source Resident, Constellation Theatre Company, held three 
productions at Source that were Helen Hayes recommended: Scapin, 
The Love of the Nightingale and ABSOLUTELY! {Perhaps}

››› Through programs at our two locations, we provided affordable 
space for over 80 arts organizations and welcomed 30,000 audience 
members. 

eight residents

two locations

80 arts
      organizations

  30,000 
  audience members
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››› We worked with Bozzuto Development to activate 
27 affordable work and retail artist studios at Monroe 
Street Market.

››› As part of the master development team, Vision 
McMillan, CulturalDC created a strategy to guide the 
philosophy, approach and execution of public arts 
projects for the McMillan Sand Filtration Site.

››› We teamed with Fractured Atlas to expand 
SpaceFinder DC, a free, searchable database of arts 
venues and facilities in the DC metro area adding nearly 
500 new affordable venues. Website: dc.spacefinder.org

››› CulturalDC was 
awarded a contract 
by Montgomery 
County, Maryland 
to monitor the 
management of 
the Black Box 
Theater situated in 
downtown Silver 
Spring, extending 
our reach to being 
a regional
organization.

Consulting Services
2014 YEAR IN REVIEW, continued
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S
ource Festival combines the forces of rising talents 
with established artists. Driven by creativity, 
collaboration and invention, artists from across 
the nation present 24 new 
works over three weeks.  

The relationships built here lay 
the path for the next generation 
of outstanding performing artists. 
In coffee shops and breakfast 
nooks, in attic rooms and spare 
bedrooms, during lunch breaks, 
and in the wee hours of the night—writers are writing. 
Each has a story to tell—something that can only be 
conveyed using the ancient and visceral tools of live 
theatre.
 
Source Festival receives hundreds of scripts each year.  
The scripts are proofread, re-read, tweaked and polished 
and finally sent off into the world.  An army of 100+ 

readers helps to narrow them down to just 18 10-Minute 
Plays and Three Full-Length Plays.  CulturalDC employs 
more than 100 artists—directors, designers, actors and 

technicians—to bring these 
plays to life. These artists 
spend nearly six months 
preparing their work for the 
stage. And yet it is not until 
the lights go down and the 
first actors step onto stage 
that the final piece falls into 

place and that piece is you, the CulturalDC audience. 
With a gasp or a giggle, a sigh or a frown—it’s the 
audience that brings to life the trajectory of each of these 
plays. Whether these scripts go on to great things, as 
many of them do, or become long-lost gems—you can 
say you saw it first at Source

Jenny McConnell Frederick
             Director of Performing Arts

7th Annual Source Festival
June 6-29, 2014

A BID TO SAVE THE WORLD 
by Erin Bregman

In a world without death a pair of students study how it 
used to happen, one woman longs for a beloved brother 
and a song of great sorrow and beauty is sung and sung 
again by a singer out of place and time.  Death peels 
oranges that whittle away her thumbs, bargaining and 
bartering with the lost and bereaved.  A rich man seeks 
to buy world peace.  Librarians stack cards recording 
death.  And while we watch the normality of their 
immortality, we may find ourselves asking, ‘which is 
living without death?’
 
A BID TO SAVE THE WORLD inspired the selection of six 
10-Minute plays and the creation of an Artistic Blind Date 
on the theme of Mortality, all of which were presented 
at Source Festival 2014.

THE THRUSH AND THE WOODPECKER 
by Steve Yockey

Brenda Hendricks has her hands full dealing with her 
son Noah after he is expelled from a prestigious college 
and unexpectedly returns to their isolated Northern 
California home.  When an elegant and mysterious 
woman arrives on their doorstop dragging along buried 

secrets and stories about mysterious birds, Brenda and 
Noah find their world turned upside down in ways both 
intimate and epic.
 
THE THRUSH AND THE WOODPECKER inspired the 
selection of six 10-Minute plays and the creation of an 
Artistic Blind Date on the theme of Revenge, all of which 
were presented at Source Festival 2014.
 
DONTRELL, WHO KISSED THE SEA 
by Nathan Alan Davis

Eighteen-year-old Dontrell Jones the Third decided that 
it is his duty and destiny to venture into the Atlantic 
Ocean in search of an ancestor lost during the Middle 
Passage. But his family is not at all ready to abandon its 
prized son to the waters of a mysterious and haunting 
past.  Blending poetry, humor, wordplay and ritual, 
DONTRELL WHO KISSED THE SEA is a present-day hero’s 
quest exploring the lengths and depths we must go to 
redeem history’s wrongs.
 
DONTRELL WHO KISSED THE SEA inspired the selection 
of six 10-Minute plays and the creation of an Artistic 
Blind Date on the theme of Quest, all of which were 
presented at Source Festival 2014.
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Presenting Sponsor
Jon & Noralee Sedmak
 
Spotlight Sponsors
Daimler Corporation  
Weissberg Foundation
 
Marquee Sponsors
Susan and Dixon Butler  
Dallas Morse Coors Foundation 
    for the Performing Arts 
Lockheed Martin
Prince Charitable Trusts
VOA Associates, Inc.
Washington Gas 

Encore Sponsors
Bozzuto Management Group
Pete Miller and Sara Cormeny
SORG Architects
 
Bravo Sponsors
Bank of America
Bognet Construction
Dramatists Guild of America
Juanita and Melvin Hardy 
Pepco
Room & Board
Victor Shargai
 
2014 Source Festival 
Partners
Busboys and Poets  
Eatonville  
Marvin
WJLA-ABC 7
Washington City Paper

Major support for Source Festival, a CulturalDC project, is generously provided by:
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Flashpoint Gallery

Joelle Dietrick: 
Grid, Sequence Me
January 5 – February 2

Jimmy Miracle
February 8 – March 9

Hiroshi Jacobs 
& Casey Hughes: 
Flatland Redux
March 15 – April 13

Anna 
Tsouhlarakis: 
Edges of the 
Ephemeral
April 19 – May 18

Victoria Fu: 
Time in Three 
Parts
May 24 – June 22

Sam Scharf: 
Nothing is the 
Same
June 28 – July 27

Dana Maier:
Inscrutable 
Comics
August 8 – 
September 6  

Gregory Thielker: 
Highway
September 20 – 
October 26

Lauren Rice and 
Brian Barr:
Data/Transfer/
Object
November 8 – 
December 21

Our Flashpoint location, in the heart of downtown DC in the Penn Quarter neighborhood, is a multi-disciplinary 
arts space. Flashpoint includes a contemporary art gallery, the 60-seat Mead Theatre Lab, the Coors Dance Studio, 
CulturalDC offices, and incubator office space for arts organizations.

Our contemporary art gallery, also named 
Flashpoint, showcases bold, new work from 
artists working in a variety of media including 
site-specific installations, performance pieces, 
new media and other experimental forms. As 
a nonprofit gallery free from the constraints of 
commercial expectations, Flashpoint affords 
artists and curators a unique opportunity to take 
creative risks. An advisory panel of noted artists 
and arts professionals makes programming 
recommendations for the gallery and provides 
mentorship and support to exhibiting artists.

Flashpoint Gallery 2013-2014 Season
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Mead Theatre 
Lab Program

This flexible 60-seat black box comes with a dressing room, full lighting, sound and communication system 
inventory. The space can accommodate rentals ranging from plays/musicals, staged readings, screenings, live music, 
improvised comedy and dance recitals. 
 
CulturalDC operates the Mead 
Theatre Lab Program (MTLP) and 
its intensive mentorship program 
for performing artists and 
independent theatre companies.
The program provides theatre 
space, technical production 
support and production 
mentoring. A panel of noted DC 
theatre professionals selects the 
projects and provides guidance to 
the chosen producers. The result 
is an eclectic group of innovative, 
edgy productions and an 
environment in which emerging 
performing artists can grow.

MTLP 2013-2014 Season

In The Forest, She 
Grew Fangs 
by Stephen Spotswood

Happy Days 
by Samuel Beckett

Sleeping Beauty
Produced by Pointless 
Theatre Company

Trapped Happiness 
Co-Presented by CityDance 
@Strathmore
Created by Sarah J. Ewing

How The B-Side Won
By Baye Harrell

Wtf Happened 
To Baby Sister?
By Thembi Duncan

Lolita, Reinterp.
By Megan Dominy
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CulturalDC Residency Programs

Creative community and collaboration are crucial assets for emerging 
arts organizations and small businesses. As part of the residency 
program at a CulturalDC venue, residents learn from, and work alongside 
their peers, unlocking ideas and creative potential. New options for 
part-time and virtual residency make the program flexible. CulturalDC 
provides the artist with the tools and resources of a professional work 
space, while allowing the freedom to come and go. Artists apply for the 
residency option that best meets their specific needs. Applications to the 
residency program are accepted on a rolling basis.

Flashpoint Residency 
The organizations below house their operations at 
CulturalDC’s Flashpoint location.

AMBASSADOR THEATER INTERNATIONAL 
CULTURAL CENTER (ATICC)
ATICC’s mission is to build international cultural 
awareness; provide a high standard of repertoire based 
on close relations with the diplomatic and cultural 

representatives of different countries 
in the United States; and develop 
interactive educational programs for 
the youth of the District of Columbia, 
DC Metro area and around the US. 
www.aticc.org/home

POINTLESS THEATRE COMPANY
Pointless was originally founded in the summer of 2009 
by Patti Kalil and Matt Reckeweg as a group dedicated 
to performing innovative and exuberant puppet theatre. 

Every one of their productions to date 
has the end goal of successfully merging 
ensemble work among the actors with 
puppets and the vivid imagery of stage 
design. Their company members strive to 
have no artistic boundaries or limitations. 
An ensemble approach to creating theatre 
through play and improvisation informs their 

work, and their performers’ boundless energy and intense 
commitment to their performances stems in part from this 
method of creating the piece. There is an overwhelming 
passion for the work they do within the Pointless family; 
it is intensely personal to all of them. They hope to charge 
their audiences with that passion and in doing so bring a 
new theatrical experience into the DC community. www.
pointlesstheatre.com

SOLAS NUA
Founded in December 2004, Solas 
Nua (new light) is the only 

organization in the United States dedicated exclusively to 
contemporary Irish Arts, with programming ranging from 
critically acclaimed theatre seasons to film festivals and 
literary events. The focus of the company is to introduce 
new Irish artists and their work to American audiences and 
to give both sides as many opportunities as possible to 
interact. www.solasnua.org

ARAB AMERICA
Arab America was founded with the purpose of promoting 
an accurate image about the Arab American community 

and the Arab world through the 
dissemination of cultural and 
educational information. With close 
to four million Arab Americans in the 
U.S., Arab America’s primary mission 

is to unify the growing Arab American community and to 
act as a “bridge” between the diverse Arab American and 
non-Arab American communities. Arab America provides 
the latest news, events, resources, cuisine, organizations, 
commerce, music, and digital media including Facebook, 
Twitter, and other platforms. In addition, Arab America 
E-News is disseminated weekly to over 50,000 
subscribers. www.arabamerica.com

CAMEROON AMERICAN COUNCIL
Founded in 2010, The Cameroon American Council 
strives to build the capacity, visibility and relevance of 

the Cameroonian/African community 
in the United States. The Cameroon 
American Council carries out its mission 
through innovative health policy and 
outreach, arts advocacy and audience 
development and capacity building of 
African Leaders and African institutions/

businesses. Its multidisciplinary approach to advocacy has 
being hailed by The Washington Post as the “First Program 
of Its Kind”.  CAC’s national network reaches over 300,000 
African immigrants, including first and second generations, 
across the United States.
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CulturalDC Residency Programs, continued

CONSTELLATION THEATRE COMPANY
Constellation Theatre Company is dedicated to creating 
theatre that is epic, expansive and essential. Visionary, 
expressive design and elevated language are combined 
with heightened physical movement and ensemble 

acting techniques. Like 
bright lights in the 
dark sky, Constellation 
illuminates the human 
experience in ways that 
are powerful, dynamic 
and relevant today. www.
constellationtheatre.org

THE IN SERIES
The In Series has a 25-year history of offering a unique 
and eclectic blend of theatre, opera, cabaret, poetry, 
performance art and chamber 
music. Each season, the In Series 
showcases Spanish and Latin-
American culture and the In Series 
is the only music organization in 
the region that annually produces 
zarzuela, or Latino light opera. 
www.inseries.org

WASHINGTON IMPROV 
THEATER (WIT)
Since its re-founding 
in 1998, Washington 
Improv Theater 
(WIT) has been the 
fountainhead of a 
growing improvisational 
theater scene in the 
nation’s capital. WIT’s 
mission is to unleash the 
creative power of improv 

in DC and to engage audiences with performances that 
exhilarate and inspire. The revolution will be improvised. 
http://witdc.org/
 

Source Residency The organizations below base their operations, and present their productions 
at CulturalDC’s Source location.
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Consulting Services

As part of the Catholic University south 
campus redevelopment, CulturalDC worked 
with Bozzuto Development Group and Abdo 
Development to activate 27 affordable work 
and retail artist studios, an Arts Walk and 
a multi-use arts space at the new Monroe 
Street Market in the District’s Brookland 
neighborhood. CulturalDC created the vision 
for a multi-use arts complex. Today, Monroe 

Street Market features individual artist studios aligning a pedestrian walkway 
(arts walks) leading directly to the Brookland-CUA metro station.Ü
 

MONROE 
STREET 
MARKET

In our consulting practice, we work with developers, property owners, government agencies and other stakeholders 
on creative placemaking initiatives. We seek solutions to arts-related space needs, such as the creation of affordable 
live/work studios, gallery and performing art spaces. We also provide facility arts management, broader technical 
assistance on art-related issues and management support of art spaces for real estate owners. CulturalDC maintains 
a web-based service that facilitates matchmaking between creatives in search of space and space owners. We also 
design and implement public art projects that enhance and complement the urban landscape and instill pride in the 
community. The following are two active examples of our work.
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Consulting Services,Continued

Monroe Street Market Artists Studios

CulturalDC provides artist tenants with professional 
development and support to draw restaurant patrons, 
visitors and local and greater Washington area residents 
to this creative hub. The complex includes a multi-
purpose arts facility, Edgewood 
Arts building, a 3,000 sq. ft. arts 
flex building. Edgewood’s operating 
procedures and guidelines were  
created by CulturalDC to optimize 
the use of the space for artistic 
programming.
 
We supported the leasing process for Bozzuto to select 
and place a diverse mix of artists from different disciplines 

that make Monroe Street Market (MSM) a cultural 
destination.  MSM is also a neighborhood center for the 
Brookland community — a place for local residents to 
gather, shop, learn and explore. The artist studios range 

in size from 300-625 square feet, are complete 
with garage doors and concrete floors and will 
provide artists with ground floor visibility. 

The Edgewood Arts Building serves as a hub 
for community events and activities, readings, 
rehearsals and workshops.  This combination 
of uses will encourage commercial arts activity 

throughout the day and evening, weaving the project into 
the Brookland community fabric.
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VISION MCMILLAN 
PUBLIC ART PLAN 
As part of the master plan for the redevelopment of the McMillan Sand 
Filtration Plant, CulturalDC created a strategy to guide the philosophy, 
approach and execution of public arts projects throughout the site. The 
goal was to offer the community a unique experience through works of 
art that could range from sculpture, murals, projection and sound, mixed 
media and a variety of other sources. To guide the selection of locations, 

artists and artwork, CulturalDC conducted 
extensive groundwork and a comprehensive 
review of public art considerations. 
Recommendations were also rooted in 

broad-based research, including stakeholder interviews, site visits, visual 
preference survey, community meetings and a creative team charette 
that included local artists and creative team members. In the next phase, 
CulturalDC plans to refine the curatorial vision of McMillan public art 
collection, coordinate design decisions with other stakeholders and ensure 
that the public art plan is integrated into the overall design plan of the 
redevelopment project.

1. Main North Capitol Stairs

2. South Service Court Silos

3. North Service Court Silos

4. Manhole Covers

5. Cell 14

6. Site-wide embedded projects
 *Wayfinding crosswalk 
 design and Historic Unifying 
 Project (throughout the site)

7. Community Center Entry

8. Olmsted Walk, Pedestrian
    Bridge, and Park Entry

9. Medical Facility parking: Mural
    Program

10. Regulator Houses

McMillan Public Art Map

3

9

2

5

4

1

7

8

4

10

6

Consulting Services,Continued

Vision McMillan
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In the News Media/Press Coverage 
CulturalDC 
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In the News Media/Press Coverage,Cont’d. 
Flashpoint Gallery 

2014 AIA Associates Award

Hiroshi Jacobs, Assoc. AIA | Notes of Interest

Hiroshi has made significant global contributions to architecture through his work in design technology.
His understanding of the underlying principles of new design technologies, his innovative and experimental
uses of them, and his creative artistry are all central to his incessant design inquiry and thinking. Few
others can claim his blend of design intuition and technology savvy.

He has become a leading voice in the field of Building Information Modeling and parametric design in
professional and academic circles alike. Hiroshi is the founder and director of RevitCity.com, an online
community of Revit users with more than 425,000 members. The free site has received more than 18
million visits since its launch. Through careful consideration of the user environment, Hiroshi has created
a vibrant and invaluable resource, and today RevitCity is by far the most widely used Revit web site in the
world. He is also the creator of Chameleon, a software plugin that, at its core, simplifies the process of
translating geometric data between Revit and Rhino/Grasshopper. Design firms and academic institutions
around the world use the program.

He is a lecturer in architecture at the Catholic University of America and a designer with STUDIOS
Architecture in Washington, D.C. Within a few weeks of joining the STUDIOS team, Hiroshi was fully
immersed in developing innovative solutions to complex design problems and developing new standards to
improve the firm’s design and production processes. He is also a well-regarded artist whose work has
been exhibited around the world, including at the Venice Biennale. One of his most effective teaching
tools has been working with students to design and construct art installation projects. The projects create
an environment in which experimentation, expression, and real-world constraints converge, and students
learn how tools affect design, gain experience in fabrication, and end up with a beautiful artifact for their
portfolios. Hiroshi was the 2012 recipient of AIA DC’s Emerging Architect Award.

Photo Credit

© Hiroshi Jacobs; Smithsonian American Art Museum

Hiroshi Jacobs, Assoc. AIA

Firm: STUDIOS architecture
Location: Washington, D.C.

  

2014 AIA Associates Award Jury

William Bates, AIA, Chair
Eat'n Park Hospitality Group
Homestead, Pennsylvania

Amanda Palasik, Assoc. AIA
GWWO, Inc.
Baltimore

Rona Rothenberg, FAIA
Administrative Office of the Courts
Alameda, California

Benjamin Vargas, FAIA
Bartizan Group Architects & Project Managers,
PSC
Hato Rey, Puerto Rico

Jennifer Workman, AIA
Good Fulton & Farrell, inc.
Dallas

© 2014 The American Institute of Architects
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In the News Media/Press Coverage,Cont’d. 
Source Festival 



Photo courtesy of C. Stanley Photography of last year's blind date collaborative performance The 

Pressure Cooker by artists Hayley Cutler, Liz Maestri, and Nguyen Nguyen

Short URL: http://bit.ly/WhVFHG

Source Festival's Artistic Blind Date Sets the 
Ball Rolling for June

By Rachel Pulley on Jan 31, 2013  |  Add a Comment (0)

On a beautiful spring day in the middle of winter, a group of DC artists sat down to meet for the first time.  

This Artistic Blind Date gathering is the starting point for one facet of Cultural DC’s Source Festival.  Source 

Festival, a performance arts event in its sixth year that will take place during June, consists of 3 full-length 

plays, 18 ten-minute plays, and the 3 “blind date” interdisciplinary collaborations.

The blind date collaborations pair visual artists with dancers, photographers with actors, and musicians with 

painters to facilitate innovation, freshness, and mutual inspiration.  The artists face a quick turnaround:  they 

just met this week and now have only a few months to create short, expressive shows that incorporate their 

diverse talents.  Source Festival is also adding a new sustainability challenge for the first time this year.  In 

concert with the idea of what art is and how people create art, Source is asking the artists not to buy anything 

new for their projects, but to instead reuse and recycle second-hand materials.

Artists from previous years have created truly unique performances through this unusual format, and this 

year’s blind date group definitely possessed a special energy right off the bat.  As we went around the room 

introducing ourselves, the power of a group of strangers facing artistic partnership demonstrated itself.  More 

than interesting artists, Source has managed to pair fascinating individuals together for their performances.  

I, for one, am excited to see what a closet Jersey Shore lover, someone who is CPR certified for dogs and 

cats, and a woman who eats cranberry sauce out of the can will create when given free reign to utilize their 

individual talents.

 

 Add a Comment (0)  | | Tags: Artistic Blind Dates, collaboration, 

DC art, performance, Source Festival

 (0)  

[WATCH] "The 

world needs... 

[WATCH] Uniting 

a city... 

CALENDAR PINK NOISE SALON CONTRA ABOUT US Event, Zip, Type, Etc.   

Page 1 of 1Source Festival's Artistic Blind Date Sets the Ball Rolling for June | The Pink Line Project

2/1/2013http://pinklineproject.com/article/source-festivals-artistic-blind-date-sets-ball-rolling-june
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In the News Media/Press Coverage,Cont’d. 
Mead Theatre Lab 

UNITED STATES THE WORLD BWW DISCOUNTS Log In Register Now

SECTIONS
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Email Link

by BWW News Desk

Pointless Theatre Returns to Mead Theatre
Lab with SLEEPING BEAUTY: A PUPPET
BALLET, 4/11

CulturalDC is pleased to present Pointless Theatre's newest

work Sleeping Beauty: A Puppet Ballet as part of the 2013-14

Mead Theatre Lab Program at Flashpoint. Known for their

unique puppet spectacles, Pointless-the 2014 recipients of the

John Aniello Outstanding Emerging Theatre Award-now turns

their attention to an original adaptation of P. I. Tchaikovsky's

iconic ballet The Sleeping Beauty. Helmed by director Matt

Reckeweg, this highly visual spectacle will feature Pointless'

distinctive blend of dance, pantomime and puppetry, to weave

a fantastical tale of the extremes of love.

Pointless Theatre's adaptation of this classic story will be set

to the grand, sweeping score originally created by

Tchaikovsky. The main characters of the show, including Sleeping Beauty and The Prince, will be represented by

tabletop puppets brought to life by the eight-person ensemble. Each of these puppets will be manipulated by three

performers-one person controlling the head, the hands, and the feet respectively-allowing for the puppets themselves

to move as gracefully as any prima ballerina. Through the use of pantomime, pageantry, and mask work each

performer will also take on a distinctive performer identity outside of just being a puppeteer.

Set Designer and Co-Artistic Director Patti Kalil will be transforming the Mead Theatre Lab into a lavish and grand

ballet theatre reminiscent of the late 19th and early 20th century houses. Much of the visual inspiration has been

drawn from the Ballet Russes. "We want to immerse our audience in this world of grandeur and elegance the moment

they step through the door," says Kalil.

Sleeping Beauty holds a special place in the history of Pointless Theatre;: it was the first production that the

company ever produced. The show originally debuted as a part of the 2010 Capital Fringe Festival. This production will

be significantly different from the original production, however, with completely redesigned puppets, scenery, staging,

and sound design. "We have learned a lot since our first production," says Reckeweg. "We are thrilled to be working

with CulturalDC again and to have the opportunity to re-imagine this production."

Sleeping Beauty: A Puppet Ballet runs approximately 1 hour with no intermission and is appropriate for all ages .

Performances start April 9 and run through May 3, Wednesdays to Fridays at 8pm; Saturdays at 2pm and 8pm.

Preview performances will be held on April 9 and 10. Preview performances will be Pay-what-you-can performances.

ABOUT POINTLESS THEATRE

Pointless Theatre Co. is dedicated to creating bold, visceral, and affordable spectacles that gleefully smash the

traditional boundaries between puppetry, theatre, dance, music, and the visual arts. Through our work we excite a

passion for adventurous art in the nation's capital and nurture a diverse, active, and inspired audience.

TICKETS

Tickets for Sleeping Beauty: A Puppet Ballet start at $15.00 for students and seniors 65+. Adult tickets are available

starting at $20.00. Tickets are available for purchase at www.pointlesstheatre.com and www.culturaldc.org

ABOUT MEAD THEATRE LAB PROGRAM

CulturalDC operates the Mead Theatre Lab Program and its intensive mentorship program for performing artists and

independent theatre companies. Inaugurated in January 2006, the program provides theatre space, technical
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REMINDER: Mead Theatre Lab Program Open Call Deadline Dec. 5!
Posted on November 27, 2013 by TheDCArts

REMINDER: DEADLINE APPROACHING – DECEMBER 5, 2013!

APPLY TO PARTICIPATE IN THE MEAD THEATRE LAB PROGRAM

Calling all emerging performing artists, producers, directors, playwrights and theatre companies. Bring us

your big ideas and brand new projects! We are seeking artists for the 2014-15 Mead Theatre Lab Program

season. A panel of theatre professionals recommends three to five projects to be presented each season and

 selected artists receive up to five weeks of free space, mentorship from panel members and marketing and

production support.

MEAD THEATRE LAB AT FLASHPOINT

deadline: Thursday, 12.05.13, 5PM | application fee: $30

Open to artists, producers and arts organizations presenting performing arts in any genre. The Mead Theatre

Lab Program seeks emerging playwrights and performing artists to present work that explores provocative,

new ideas. Proposals must be submitted online. Visit our website for more information about the Mead

Theatre Lab Program and our Request for Proposals.
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Pointless Theatre brings puppets to ballet-dancing 
life in ‘Sleeping Beauty: A Puppet Ballet’ 
 
BY ELENA GOUKASSIAN April 16, 2014 

 

Pointless Theatre’s production of “Sleeping Beauty: A Puppet Ballet” stars, from left, Robert Manzo, David Lloyd Olson, Rachel 
Menyuk, Ruth Watkins, Madeline Key, Devin Mahoney, Scott Whalen and a bunch of ballet-dancing puppets. (Gene Carl Feldman) 

Gwyneth Paltrow would be a dream to work with compared to the actress who stars as 
Princess Aurora in Pointless Theatre’s take on the “Sleeping Beauty” fairy tale. She 
never speaks a word to the rest of the cast, and requires three people by her side at all 
times for support. 
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Pointless Theatre Returns to Mead Theatre
Lab with SLEEPING BEAUTY: A PUPPET
BALLET, 4/11

CulturalDC is pleased to present Pointless Theatre's newest

work Sleeping Beauty: A Puppet Ballet as part of the 2013-14

Mead Theatre Lab Program at Flashpoint. Known for their

unique puppet spectacles, Pointless-the 2014 recipients of the

John Aniello Outstanding Emerging Theatre Award-now turns

their attention to an original adaptation of P. I. Tchaikovsky's

iconic ballet The Sleeping Beauty. Helmed by director Matt

Reckeweg, this highly visual spectacle will feature Pointless'

distinctive blend of dance, pantomime and puppetry, to weave

a fantastical tale of the extremes of love.

Pointless Theatre's adaptation of this classic story will be set

to the grand, sweeping score originally created by

Tchaikovsky. The main characters of the show, including Sleeping Beauty and The Prince, will be represented by

tabletop puppets brought to life by the eight-person ensemble. Each of these puppets will be manipulated by three

performers-one person controlling the head, the hands, and the feet respectively-allowing for the puppets themselves

to move as gracefully as any prima ballerina. Through the use of pantomime, pageantry, and mask work each

performer will also take on a distinctive performer identity outside of just being a puppeteer.

Set Designer and Co-Artistic Director Patti Kalil will be transforming the Mead Theatre Lab into a lavish and grand

ballet theatre reminiscent of the late 19th and early 20th century houses. Much of the visual inspiration has been

drawn from the Ballet Russes. "We want to immerse our audience in this world of grandeur and elegance the moment

they step through the door," says Kalil.

Sleeping Beauty holds a special place in the history of Pointless Theatre;: it was the first production that the

company ever produced. The show originally debuted as a part of the 2010 Capital Fringe Festival. This production will

be significantly different from the original production, however, with completely redesigned puppets, scenery, staging,

and sound design. "We have learned a lot since our first production," says Reckeweg. "We are thrilled to be working

with CulturalDC again and to have the opportunity to re-imagine this production."

Sleeping Beauty: A Puppet Ballet runs approximately 1 hour with no intermission and is appropriate for all ages .

Performances start April 9 and run through May 3, Wednesdays to Fridays at 8pm; Saturdays at 2pm and 8pm.

Preview performances will be held on April 9 and 10. Preview performances will be Pay-what-you-can performances.

ABOUT POINTLESS THEATRE

Pointless Theatre Co. is dedicated to creating bold, visceral, and affordable spectacles that gleefully smash the

traditional boundaries between puppetry, theatre, dance, music, and the visual arts. Through our work we excite a

passion for adventurous art in the nation's capital and nurture a diverse, active, and inspired audience.

TICKETS

Tickets for Sleeping Beauty: A Puppet Ballet start at $15.00 for students and seniors 65+. Adult tickets are available

starting at $20.00. Tickets are available for purchase at www.pointlesstheatre.com and www.culturaldc.org

ABOUT MEAD THEATRE LAB PROGRAM

CulturalDC operates the Mead Theatre Lab Program and its intensive mentorship program for performing artists and

independent theatre companies. Inaugurated in January 2006, the program provides theatre space, technical
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2014 Donor Roll Call

Foundations/
Government 

Abramson Foundation

Morris and Gwendolyn 
    Cafritz Foundation

Community Foundation for 
    the National Capital Region

DC Commission on the Arts  
    & Humanities

Dallas Morse Coors Foundation 
    for the Performing Arts
   
Dramatists Guild Fund

Max & Victoria Dreyfus 
    Foundation, Inc.

Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund

Finkelstein Foundation

Philip L. Graham Fund

Kresge Foundation

Mary & Daniel Loughran
   Foundation

Marpat Foundation

National Endowment 
    for the Arts 

Office of Deputy Mayor for     
    Planning & Economic 
    Development

Prince Charitable Trusts

Share Fund of the Community  
    Foundation

Sprenger Lang Foundation

Weissberg Foundation

Corporations
  
Bank of America

Ben’s Chili Bowl

Bognet Construction 
    Associates

Bozzuto Management 
    Company

Busboys & Poets

CastroHasse, PLLC

Daimler Corporation

Eatonville

Graham Holdings Company

Lockheed Martin

Marvin

Microsoft Corporation

Miller Development Co.

Nordstrom, Inc.

Pepco

RBC Wealth Management

Room & Board

Sorg & Associates

VOA Associates Inc. 

Washington Gas

Individuals

Michael Abrams

Eleanor Allen

Loren Amdursky

Sondra Arkin

Anita Ayerbe

Mary Ann de Barbieri

Henri D. Bartholomot

Elizabeth Botten

Sandra Blake

Richard Bradley

David W. Briggs

Susan & Dixon Butler

Peter Caplan

Lisa Carr

Tanja H. Castro

Adrienne Childs

Rose Ann Cleveland

Nancy Coleman

Ronald Costell

Brain Dailey

Joshua Drew

Andrea K. Evers

Leila Fitzpatrick

Michael Fitzpatrick

Jon Gann

Raymond Garcia

Lisa J. Gold

Susan Goodell

Rosabel Goodman-Everard

Harelda Gragg

Joseph Guttentag

Juanita & Melvin Hardy

Stephen O. Hessler

Ira Hillman

Timothy N. Hyde

Hilary Kaplan

Philip Kaplan

Yvette Kraft

Edward J. Lenkin

Salo Levinas

Dorothy Levy

Craig Lustig

Michael Lynch

Carol Marburger

Janice Marks

J. Brooks Martin

Anne McCaw

Eric McCollum

Sophia McCrocklin

Jo Ann McInnis

Peter Miller & Sara Cormeny

Gerald Musarra

Jo-Ann Neuhaus

Lawrence Nussdorf

Matthew & Elizabeth O’Connell

Klaus Ottmann

Carla Perlo

Maurice L. Perry

Olwen Pongrace

Toby Port

Robert Posner

Ann Blackman Putzel

Cheryl Rubbelke

Amanda J. Sauer

Jon & Nora Lee Sedmak

Howard I. Shalwitz

Peter Shapiro & Julia Wright

Victor Shargai

David Shiffrin

James E. Smith

Paul T. So

Stephen Stein

Edward Szrom

Sarah Tanguy

Jordi Torres

David M. Trebing

Maurice Walters

Jessica Wasserman

Brian Weinstein

Gerard Widdicombe

Douglas Yeuell
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Members List
Insider: $60
Rachel Cheremond
Alison Drucker
Marvin Foye
Thomas Holzman
Stephen Hrutka
Kim Kendrick
Deveree Lewis
Charles Mcguire-Wien
Bernice McIntyre
Desiree Morgan
Michael Pete
Margie Rodan
Steven Shore
Jeff Vockrodt
Amy Wike
 
Culturati: $100
Phillip Barlow
Carl Bedell
Nancy Breslin
Anne Carlson
Sara Cartmell
Ann Chaitovitz
Robert Cole
Faye Coleman
Joan Danziger

Jennifer Duncan
Patricia Eng
Dorthy Fall
Suzanne Faulkner
Pamela Gerner
Elizabeth Grazioli
Trevor Green
William A. Grillo
Sandy Harrison
Catherine Howard
Thomas Holzman
Leah Jeffers
Patrick Koby
Michael Kolakowski
Carolyn Lukensmeyer
Maxwell MacKenzie
David McInnis
Udine Nash
Matthew & Elizabeth O’Connell
Pamela S. Perkins
Shraon Ross
Gerald A. Schwinn
Christopher Shipley
Sandra Taylor
Valerie White
Dana Wyckoff
Saleem Zaru

Elite: $250
John Brown
Szu-han Chen
Cathy A. Delcoco
Kathleen Dyer
Brad Gray
Madeleine S. Keesing
Judy Patterson
Paul T. So
Peter Winant
Jonathan Zucker
 
Le Haut Monde: $500
Lisa Carr
Yvette Kraft
Annette Polan
 
Visionary: $1,000
Phyllis R. Caldwell
Geoffrey Cleveland
Carol & Hank Goldberg
Timothy N. Hyde
Local Initiatives 
    Support Corporation
Dale Mott
Christopher & Beverly With
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CulturalDC Board of Directors *

OFFICERS
   
Tanja Castro
President
CastroHaase+Brown PLLC
 
Maurice L. Perry
President-Elect + Treasurer
Bank of America Community
Development Corporation

Doug Yeuell
Secretary
Atlas Performing Arts Center

Anita Ayerbe
Immediate Past-President
The Savias Group, LLC

MEMBERS
 
Michael Abrams
Foulgrt-Pratt Development, LLC

Vincent Ammann
Washington Gas Light Company

John H. Brown
Fine Art Photographer

Adrienne Childs
W.E.B. Du Bois Research
Institute at Hutchins Center,
Harvard University
 
Vicki S. Davis
Urban Atlantic

Geoffrey Fenner
Brooks, Harrison, LLC
 
Juanita Hardy
Executive Director, CulturalDC
 
Ava Latanya Hilton
Hilton Advisors, LLC
 
Timothy Hyde

J. Brooks Martin
Municipal Mortgage + Equity LLC
 
Dale Mott
Arena Stage

Gerald Musarra
Lockheed Martin
 
Cheryl Numark
Numark Art Advisory
 
John D. O’Dowd
VOA Associates
 
Olwen Pongrace
 
Sharon Robinson-Goods
Robinson Associates, LLC
 
Andy Shallal
Founder, Busboys and Poets
 
David Shiffrin Esq.
 
Adrianne Todman
DC Housing Authority
 
Hank Torbert
 
David Trebing

Julian Addison
Operations Assistant
jaddision@culturaldc.org

Juanita Hardy
Executive Director
juanita@culturaldc.org
 
Patricia Ferrand
Office Manager
patricia@culturaldc.org
 
Jenny McConnell Frederick
Director of Artistic Programs
jenny@culturaldc.org 
 

Violet Mantell
Program Associate
violet@culturaldc.org 

Gordon Nimmo-Smith
Manager of Venues 
and Technical Programs
gordon@culturaldc.org
 
Jen Osborn
Booking and Events Associate          
josborn@culturaldc.org         
 
John Richards
Communications Manager
john@culturaldc.org   

Laura Rojas
Director of Consulting Services
laura@culturaldc.org 

Janice Marks
Interim Director of Development
janice@culturaldc.org
 
Kristi Maiselman
Major Gifts Officer
kristi@culturaldc.org

CulturalDC Staff *

  *As of August 2015
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Financial Statement
Statement of Financial Services
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Financial Statement
Statement of Activities and Changes in Net Assets
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CulturalDC Key Accomplishments
1998 - Present

››› Opened DC’s first arts incubator, 
Flashpoint, and incubated ten 
emerging arts organizations there 
including Artomatic, Capital Fringe 
Festival, Step Afrika! and Washington 
Improv Theater.

››› Purchased and renovated 
Source as a multi-user performing 
arts facility providing performance, 
rehearsal and office space for 
numerous arts organizations.

››› Developed DC’s first (legal) artist 
live/work housing (at The Mather 
Studios).

››› Produced Source Festival—an 
annual three-week performing arts 
festival.

››› Brokered 20 arts space projects 
totaling almost 250,000 square 
feet of space including the Atlas 
Performing Arts Center, GALA 
Hispanic Theatre, Woolly Mammoth 
Theatre Company and Ticketplace.

››› Purchased Flashpoint, securing 
a foothold for CulturalDC to provide 
affordable access for artists, art 
organizations and audiences in 
downtown Washington, DC.

››› Honored with the Washington 
Post Award for Innovative Leadership 
in the Theatre Community at the 
2007 Helen Hayes Awards

››› Honored with the 2008 Mayor’s 
Arts Award for Excellence in Service 
to the Arts.

››› Worked with over 125 artists in 
the Flashpoint Gallery, 400 artists 
in the Mead Theatre Lab Program 
and nearly 1,300 performing artists, 
playwrights and directors at Source 
Festival. View a list of our alumni 
online at www.culturalDC.org

››› Presented, produced and hosted 
over 85 exhibitions, performances, 
professional development workshops, 
membership events and more.

››› Honored “2015 Non-Profit 
of the Year” by the DC Chamber 
of Commerce.
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Photo Collage
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Holiday party fun (l to r): John, Gordon, Pat and Julian
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